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A Call For Greater Clarity Around SEC Cooperation Credit 

By Robert Cohen and Brook Jackling (April 8, 2021, 2:14 PM EDT) 

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission recently announced settlements with Gulfport 
Energy Corp., a gas exploration and production company, and its former CEO for failing to 
disclose perks the CEO received over several years.[1] 
 
In announcing the settlement, acting Director of Enforcement Melissa Hodgman said that 
the company's "timely remediation and cooperation in our investigation were key factors in 
the Commission's decision not to impose a penalty against the company."[2] 
 
After discovering the disclosure failures, the company made key personnel changes, 
developed internal audit and enterprise risk management programs, strengthened policies 
and procedures, and implemented new review and tracking processes.[3] 
 
The company also conducted its own investigation after receiving internal reports of the 
misconduct and disclosed its findings and the CEO's resignation in its Form 10-Q.[4] 
 
The SEC's decision to reward the company by not imposing a penalty is a positive 
development. But the case also highlights a weakness in the SEC's cooperation program: the 
lack of certainty about the benefits that a company can expect to receive for cooperation. 
 
Although the SEC regularly encourages cooperation, it has not issued guidance on the 
quantifiable benefits that companies may receive. 
 
Deciding whether to cooperate — such as by self-reporting a violation or proactively bringing less-than-
favorable facts to the staff's attention — can be a difficult decision. 
 
Particularly in contrast to other federal agencies, the SEC can do more to explain the benefits of 
corporate cooperation. Improved guidance would benefit companies across industries and likely would 
increase the amount and type of cooperation that the SEC seeks. 
 
SEC Cooperation Guidance 
 
The SEC has long promoted self-reporting, timely remediation and cooperation in investigations. In 
2001, the SEC released a report of investigation and statement that articulated a framework for 
evaluating a company's cooperation, known as the Seaboard factors.[5] 
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The Seaboard factors include four broad categories: discovering misconduct, self-reporting misconduct 
once discovered, remediation and cooperation with law enforcement authorities during an 
investigation.[6] 
 
The Seaboard factors also include details for each category. Although the Seaboard factors remain in 
effect today, they do not explain what type of cooperation will lead to particular outcomes, such as a 
declination or a resolution without a penalty. 
 
There are not many instances of the SEC explaining publicly that it had declined to bring an enforcement 
case based on these factors. 
 
In one of the few examples, in 2006, the SEC explained that it was not bringing an enforcement action 
against a registered transfer agent when the agent promptly self-reported, shared the results of an 
independent internal investigation, terminated and disciplined wrongdoers, paid full restitution, 
attorney and consultant fees to its affected clients, and implemented new controls.[7] 
 
The SEC cited the agent's "swift, extensive and extraordinary cooperation" and brought charges only 
against individuals.[8] While the SEC does not generally disclose declination decisions, it took the 
opportunity to discuss the decision when announcing the individual charges. 
 
In 2010, the SEC announced a new cooperation initiative, including updated enforcement tools such as 
cooperation agreements, deferred prosecution agreements, and nonprosecution agreements.[9] 
 
In 2015, SEC staff said that a company must self-report to be eligible for a deferred prosecution 
agreements or nonprosecution agreements in the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act context, and that 
cooperating companies must provide all relevant facts to the SEC, including those that implicate 
individuals.[10] 
 
But this guidance has limited usefulness because the SEC has entered into only 10 corporate deferred 
prosecution agreements and nonprosecution agreements since 2010.[11] 
 
Cooperation Frameworks From Other Federal Agencies 
 
Other federal agencies provide specific guidance about the benefits of cooperation. For example, 
the U.S. Department of Justice introduced a pilot program in 2016, formalized it in 2017 as the FCPA 
Corporate Enforcement Policy, and extended the policy beyond FCPA cases in 2018 as nonbinding 
guidance concerning any corporate investigation.[12] 
 
Pursuant to the policy, a company that voluntarily self-discloses misconduct, fully cooperates, and 
timely and appropriately remediates will receive the presumption of a declination, absent certain 
aggravating circumstances.[13] 
 
If aggravating circumstances exist, such as pervasiveness of misconduct, companies may receive "a 50% 
reduction off the low end of the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines fine range."[14] Companies that do not self-
disclose but otherwise cooperate and undertake remediation will receive at most a 25% discount off the 
bottom of the sentencing guidelines range.[15] 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency similarly awards penalty reductions for voluntary disclosure, 



 

 

cooperation and remediation under its audit policy. The policy establishes nine conditions for penalty 
mitigation, which include voluntary discovery, prompt disclosure, and correction and remediation within 
60 days of discovery.[16] 
 
Entities that satisfy all nine conditions may receive a 100% reduction of severity-based penalties.[17] 
Entities that satisfy all but one condition — violation detection through a systematic discovery process 
— may receive a 75% reduction of severity-based penalties.[18] For both, the EPA also will recommend 
no criminal prosecution.[19] 
 
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission also allows for cooperation-based penalty reductions. FERC 
models its penalty guidelines in part on the U.S. sentencing guidelines. Under the FERC's guidelines, 
organizations receive culpability scores based on increases or reductions in points for a number of 
factors, which inform the minimum and maximum multipliers for fines.[20] 
 
An organization may decrease its culpability score by up to five points for self-reporting, cooperating, 
accepting responsibility, and resolving the matter before formal hearings are necessary.[21] FERC's 
guidelines also allow for organizations that take some, but not all, of these measures to receive smaller 
decreases in culpability scores.[22] 
 
Recommendation 
 
In SEC matters, it can be difficult to respond when a client asks, "What will I get for cooperating?" The 
SEC can do more to answer this question. 
 
Like other agencies, the SEC could establish specific parameters for waiving or reducing penalties, or 
declining to bring a case altogether, based on an entity's level of self-policing, self-reporting, 
remediation and cooperation. A clear road map to a declination or case without a penalty is particularly 
important if the SEC wants to incentivize self-reporting. 
 
In light of the wide range of possible SEC approaches to penalty calculations,[23] any quantitative 
guidance about cooperation credit would be tremendously useful. Such guidance also would align with 
the policies of other agencies in parallel proceedings. 
 
This would be especially useful in FCPA cases, when companies deciding whether to self-report do not 
know whether the SEC will afford the same credit that they can expect under the DOJ Corporate 
Enforcement Policy.[24] 
 
In addition, if and when the SEC decides not to bring a case based on self-reporting and cooperation, all 
would benefit if the SEC were to disclose the decision. This would not require that the SEC identify the 
company; simply explaining the general circumstances, including the company's actions that led to the 
decision, would be a valuable data point for companies and counsel. 
 
Disclosure is core to the SEC's mission. Greater transparency from the SEC about how it assesses 
cooperation, and the specific benefits for companies that cooperate, would incentivize cooperation and 
enable more informed corporate decision making. 
 
Clear guidance also would address the current perception that cooperation credit can vary significantly 
across different SEC enforcement teams. Increased transparency could result in more self-reports and 
shorter investigations. 



 

 

 
For example, companies dealing with potential FCPA violations may be more likely to self-report with 
clear guidance from both the DOJ and SEC. This would benefit corporations, investors and the SEC. The 
SEC's incoming new leadership has an opportunity to strengthen this important part of the enforcement 
program. 
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